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Just Transition

Jimmy Reid Foundation (2021):

1. What do we mean by Just?
2. What are we expecting from a Just Transition?
3. How is it to be achieved?



Just Transition

 Drift
 Separation: Just and Transition



Regional Development

 Evolutionary Economic Geography
 Place-based, but still focused on Jobs and Growth

 Triple crisis: Climate, Economic, Poverty
Expand focus: sustainability, community



Five limitation with the dominant 
theoretical frameworks 
(McKinnon et al. 2021)

1. A narrow understanding of the economy as 
growth measured by GDP (or GVA)

2. A fixation with tradeable and competitive sectors 
of the economy

3. An over focus on economically dynamic cities and 
regions

4. A city centrism that views city centres as principal 
motors of economic growth  

5. The marginalisation of lagging and declining 
regions leading to an underestimation of their 
economic potential 



Regional development as 
though people matter

Foundational Economy - Zones
 The tradeable, competitive economy
 The overlooked economy – including 

mundane, occasionally purchased cultural 
necessities like sofas, holidays and haircuts

 The foundational economy – material 
infrastructure and providential services

 The core economy of gift and goodwill in 
family and community



Foundational Economy

 Foundational thinking puts material context and 
the collectively determined centre stage

 The primary concern of economic policy in every 
region and national economy should always be 
with the adequacy, affordability and continuous 
supply of foundational services, such as housing, 
health care and utility support, as these are the 
prerequisites for the wellbeing of every citizen in 
every household

 Foundational liveability is a matter of ensuring the 
supply of universal basic services for most citizens, 
most of the time (Froud et al. 2019)



Deep Place

Identifies three critical social domains and promotes 
change in all three:

1. Atmosphere: The feel of a place. Sense of identity, fractured 
or tight knit.

2. Landscape: Physical characteristics and how they influence 
quality of life. Built environment and housing quality, etc.

3. Horizon: Sense of social horizon experienced by residents. 
Cultural and psychological horizons. Is there social provision 
that builds bridges to the outside worlds of employment, 
education and healthy living?



Three lacuna in 
Foundational Economy thinking

1. Gender
2. Active citizenship
3. Ecology (Heslop et al. 2019)



Conclusion

Ray Hudson (2021) has pointed out that capitalist 
economies are structured around two fundamental 
contradictions. The first being the social relations of 
capital, and the second being the ‘metabolic rift’ between 
capital accumulation and nature. Arguably, the notions of 
Foundational Economy (FE) and Deep Place (DP) analysis 
are a contribution to taking orthodox economic 
development analysis and S3 in the direction of 
confronting the first contradiction. The question is to what 
extent they can affect the second. Is it the case, as Hudson 
suggests, that the impossible may be necessary, but the 
necessary may be impossible (Hudson 2021: 137)?
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